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Abstract. Male fertility in recent years decreased rapidly, people gradually pay more attention to
environmental factors, which is one of the important reasons, in order to explore and analyze the
different effects of environmental factors on male fertility, of all kinds of factors, suggesting that
people try to avoid damaging the environment function, pay attention to protect their fertility, prevent
or slow down the process of male fertility decline. By analyzing various environmental factors
leading to the decrease of male fertility, it is concluded that the reduction of male fertility is due to the
combined effects of many factors, among which environmental pollution is the most important factor.
There are numerous factors that lead to male infertility, including congenital or acquired
urogenital malformations, urogenital infections, endocrine disorders, genetic diseases,
immunological factors, and environmental factors. But there are still 30% - 40% of patients with
unknown cause of disease [1]. The decline of human fertility is a gradual process. As people go deep
into the study, they gradually give attention to the influence of environment on fertility.
Effects of alcohol and tobacco on male fertility
Effects of cigarette smoking on male fertility. There are about 37% [2] of the men of childbearing
age smoking, smoking people in our country, the number of about 350 million, suffering from the
hazards of passive smoking as high as 540 million numbers [3]. Testicular function is vulnerable to
harmful substances in cigarettes, including the sperm DNA integrity and semen quality and sexual
function, smoking increases ROS, resulting in oxidative stress, damage sperm function, there is
evidence for a genetic and epigenetic Table [4] shows that smoking can eventually lead to male
infertility.
Influences of alcohol consumption on male fertility. Drinking will also affect male fertility, the
regulating effects of neuroendocrine gonadal axis, through direct effects on testis spermatogenic and
hormone produced in the environment affected by the effects on sperm quality led to a decline in the
number of hormone levels decreased by [5]. Studies have shown that the incidence of [6] male
infertility is associated with heavy drinking, and alcohol consumption may be one of the principal
causes of male infertility.
Common physical, chemical, natural environment
Radiations. Thermal radiation. Spermatogenesis is highly sensitive to temperature changes, and
the temperature of the scrotum increases by 1-2 DEG C, which inhibits sperm production by [7]. High
temperature (> 36 C) inhibited the proliferation of Sertoli cells, integrity between Sertoli cells by high
value-added and value-added cells or his contact between cells, reduce the male fertility of [8], leading
to sperm maturity is not enough, affect the survival rate of sperm.
Cold conditions also have an impact on them. A study of therapy shows that[9] low temperatures
can cause Leydig cells and Sertoli cells to undergo proliferation, and a large number of B type
spermatogonia and spermatogenic cells are apoplectic.
Electromagnetic radiation. Low energy electromagnetic radiation is safe, but long-term high
energy electromagnetic radiation has an effect on male fertility. After a large dose of radiation for a
long time, there may be atrophy of seminiferous tubules, reduction of spermatogenic cells, disorder of
the arrangement, reduction of mature sperm and disorder of epidermal secretion. Study [10] shows
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long time exposure to mobile phone radiation rat gonadotropin decreased significantly, resulting in
testicular dysfunction, increased oxidative stress, but also research shows that [11] RF radiation can
significantly affect the sperm count and sperm deformity rate, but does not include sperm motility.
Ionizing radiation. Male fertility is extremely vulnerable to the effects of ionizing radiation,
receiving more than 0.46Gy irradiation testis will affect sperm concentration, the higher the dose, the
biological effect is more serious, but this is a nonlinear dose-response relationship between the[ 12] at
the same time also form of ionizing radiation on sperm and sperm chromosome[14] DNA impact[13].
Plateau hypoxia environments. Study 14 showed that male sperm concentration tended to
decrease in the high altitude hypoxia environment. Hypoxia can result in an increase of [15]in the level
of germ cell apoptosis by oxidative stress, leading to lower levels of testosterone and related
hormones, testicular tissue damage, which leads to reduced spermatogenesis and impaired testicular
tissue.
Heavy metals and organic solvents. Heavy metal pollution is one of the environmental impacts
of conventional chemical industry. Take the lead for example, its toxicity is mainly caused by the
damage to testis, the process of hormone and spermatogenesis, and the damage to the hypothalamus
and pituitary gland, thus affecting the axis of sex hormone, and indirectly affecting tests[ 16]. There are
many kinds of organic solvents, and different organic solvents affect them through diverse ways.
Benzene has been demonstrated in mice testicular atrophy, oligospermia and sperm deformity, sex
hormone levels decreased by [17].
Endocrine disrupting chemicals. In industrial production, there is a class of substances known as
endocrine disrupting chemicals (Endocrine, Disrupting, chemicals, EDCs). It is just an exogenous
substance that interferes with the natural hormones in the organism[18]. Endocrine disrupting
chemicals affect hormone dependent pathways required for gonadal development in men and women,
inducing premature puberty and causing male infertility[19].
Concluding remarks
Various environmental factors that lead to the decline of male fertility are analyzed in this paper.
Male fertility decline is undoubtedly caused by many factors, including environmental pollution and
a large number of chemicals penetrated into life is the most important. The effects of these factors on
male fertility were not overnight, but were gradually influenced by the effects of micro doses, and
when people began to pay attention, the effects were already present. Male fertility is very fragile and
sensitive to the environment, and even some damage can not be repaired. All kinds of environmental
pollutants and the safety of chemical raw materials need to be paid attention to. At the same time,
people should understand the influence of different environments on male fertility, try to avoid
harming the environment of sexual function, and pay attention to protect their fertility.
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